ATTACK ON POPE AND NORWAY SPIRAL ARE
FATIMA PROPHECIES
Today I want to talk about the attack on Pope Benedict XVI. Yesterday,
a YouTuber by the name of 'napushleo' sent me the following
message. He said, "Are we maybe on the last Christmas before
Tribulation? Is the attack by the woman in red on Pope Benedict a sign
or a message?" And I believe this is definitely a sign. In fact, this is the
second sign in a little over two weeks from Our Lord that the Fatima
prophecies are about to be fulfilled.
Remember it was just two weeks ago that God sent the amazing
warning of the Norway Spiral. Now this had to do with the Second
Secret of Fatima because the Blessed Mother said to Lucia that "when
you see a night illuminated by a strange light know that God is about to
punish the world with war and with famine." Now the attack on the
Pope was a warning about the Third Secret of Fatima.
The Third Secret of Fatima depicts an attack on the Pope by guns and
by bows and arrows. Now this secret was just released a few years
ago. The interesting part of this prophecy is the arrow part because
this refers back to the white horse in Revelation. This prophecy means
that not only will the Pope be physically attacked, that's the bullet part,
but that the Church will be attacked by apostasy, that is the arrow part.
The rider on the white horse in Revelation is the spirit of apostasy or
deception. So these two warnings from Almighty God just within two
weeks apart are both warnings that the Fatima prophecies are about to
be fulfilled. The Antichrist must destroy the United States and the
Roman Catholic Church before he can make his public appearance as
I have been saying all along.
The Great Tribulation is about to begin. Remember, Jesus returns at
Armageddon in November of 2017 and before that we must have
Seven Years of Tribulation.
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